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Crises are fi re accelerants – but in the best sense, they are also drivers of 

innovation. Everything that was utopian yesterday is now being addressed, 

such as hydrogen-powered aircraft at Airbus. We are convinced that the car 

is reinventing itself, taking the car industry with it. This does not include larger 

SUVs, but favours vehicle concepts that meet people‘s needs, with attractive city 

models and variable body concepts as an answer to increased leisure time; cars 

that are fun again, vehicles that adapt to the dynamically changing requirements 

of customers and are once again the right size for parking in the car parks of our 

cities.

Tomorrow‘s factories must be just as adaptable, no longer reacting statically but 

highly dynamically to these demands. At the same time, sustainability – and ideally 

climate neutrality – are demanded of these new factories. These challenges can 

only be met with innovative concepts and new automation solutions. Together 

with our new subsidiary NIMAK, we are looking 

forward to this exciting role as a supplier of systems 

and components for production lines.

Olaf Tünkers

Devastating forest fi res in California, a record hurricane season with 28 storms 

in the Atlantic and an unseasonably warm month of October in Germany 

emphasize the fact that climate change can no longer be in doubt. Against this 

background, the ban on diesel and petrol cars from 2035 in California is only 

logical. In Germany, where forest dieback is omnipresent, the Prime Ministers 

of the „car states“ of Bavaria and Baden-Württemberg, Messrs. Söder and 

Kretschmer, are also in favour of phasing out combustion-engine vehicles from 

2035. The emission standards set by the EU Commission from 2025 onwards 

will not be met with internal combustion engines, so the turnaround in the 

automotive industry is unstoppable, at least in Europe.

Opinions differ about whether the electric car is the best and only solution for 

combating the climate catastrophe, but the signal is clear – combustion-engine 

cars are set to disappear.

At the same time, Covid-19 is demonstrating that our current mobility behaviour 

is not set in stone, but, as air traffi c has shown, is fragile and comes to a virtual 

standstill with such disasters. Even the car – still the epitome of individual 

freedom for many people – is called into question when home offi ces and 

partially car-free city centres, as was recently the case in Jülich, signifi cantly 

reduce its usefulness.
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...and fear of the future.

Forecast: Loss of jobs in the German car industry 
due to e-mobility by 2030
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The city of Zwickau represents the eventful history of automobile manufacturing 

like no other city in Germany. It all began with the founding of the Horch-Werke 

plant in 1904 and the Audi-Werke plant in 1909. In the 1930s, Horch produced 

the very large eight-cylinder luxury cars. Because of the war, car production 

initially came to an end in 1940.

From 1958, the Trabant – also known as the Trabbi – was built by Sachsenring 

in Zwickau, at the time as a modern small car with front-wheel drive. By 1991, 

more than 3,000,000 of the chugging two-stroke engine cars had rolled off the 

assembly line and shaped the street scene of East Germany.

VW ZWICKAU PLANT

©Kultour Z. 

From 1990, VW then produced the Polo II in the Zwickau suburb of Mosel. Since 

then the plant, which employs around 8,000 people, has stopped producing 

combustion engines and is concentrating on modern electric vehicles, such as 

the VW ID3 and the Audi Q4 e-tron.

Together with the Chemnitz engine plant and the Transparent Factory in 

Dresden, the site forms Volkswagen Sachsen GmbH. Noble cars, such as the 

Lamborghini Urus and the Bentley Bentayga, are also being manufactured here 

once again.

Video: Trabant Qualitätskontrolle | https://bit.ly/3qIvQDd



RECREATIONAL TIP:

Our „TÜNKERS Eastern Expert“, Dieter Rauschenbach, recommends the 

city of Zwickau as a recreational tip for the region around Zwickau, which – 

together with the Horch Museum – is a must for every car enthusiast. Zwickau 

is about the same size as Ratingen and, like the Ruhr region, is a UNESCO 

World Heritage Site. Hard coal and the automotive industry have shaped the 

development of the town at the entrance to the Western Ore Mountains and the 

Vogtland, not far from the Czech border. At the impressive Central Market, you 

can admire colourful old buildings from different periods. 

The Gewandhaus, which is now 

used as a theatre, is an architectural 

highlight alongside the Robert 

Schumann House, the cathedral, the 

15th century Dünnebierhaus and the Osterstein Castle.

However, the main attraction for technology fans is the August Horch Museum in 

the oldest part of the former Audi plant. The fl air of bygone times is reactivated 

with the help of affectionate stagings. You‘ll fi nd the Auto Union car brands – 

Audi, Horch, DKW, and Wanderer – in a re-enactment of a 1930s-style street.

Among other things, the museum‘s extension is dedicated to racing in the late 

1920s and 30s. This is followed by automobile manufacturing in Zwickau after 

1945: From immediate post-war production to the Trabant to VW‘s current 

production in Zwickau-Mosel.

Horch Museum, Audistraße 7, 08058 Zwickau | www.horch-museum.de

CAR PLANT TRAVEL TIP
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She has now answered two more questions for AutoFokus:

AutoFokus: How will the departure of Donald Trump affect the automotive 

industry in terms of production locations and supply chains?

Ellen Enkel: I expect President Biden not only to re-invigorate economic 

relations with Europe, but also to continue providing tax advantages for the 

American economy, which has suffered from the coronavirus crisis. As he also 

puts climate goals back at the cutting edge of American policy, climate-friendly 

powertrains will naturally be at the forefront of imports. At the same time, 

President Biden will reconcile with China, which will unfortunately cancel out 

certain advantages that Europe has gained from the confl ict between America 

and China.

Prof. Dr Ellen Enkel

CHAIR OF GENERAL 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & MOBILITY, 
UNIVERSITY OF DUISBURG-ESSEN

AutoFokus: Should the automotive industry respond to the Corona crisis with 

new fi lter systems and ventilation systems in vehicles?

Ellen Enkel: The coronavirus will stay with us for a long time after the fi rst 

vaccinations next year. Unfortunately, a car offers little space to keep the 

recommended social distances. Statistically, however, German drivers mainly 

use their vehicles alone or with family members, but very rarely for carpooling. 

Therefore, additional basic equipment with a new fi lter and ventilation system 

would not be effi cient. However, additional equipment for company cars (no 

less than 1/3 of all new car registrations), taxis and vehicles used by several 

households would certainly be a sensible investment. 

In a live interview with Olaf Tünkers 

in May, Prof. Enkel reported on the 

current outlook for the automotive 

industry – watch here



AUTOMOTIVE PERSONALITIES:

Prof. Dr Ellen Enkel

 

Ellen Enkel studied biology, education 

and theology at the universities of 

Bielefeld and Paderborn from 1991 

to 1998. From 1998 to 2003, she 

completed her doctorate in business 

education and graduated summa cum 

laude with a dissertation on knowledge 

networks. During her doctorate, she 

simultaneously headed the Knowledge 

Source competence centre at the 

Institutes of Business Administration and 

Business Informatics at the University of 

St. Gallen in Switzerland.

In 2020, she was appointed successor 

to Prof. Ferdinand Dudenhöffer at the 

University of Duisburg-Essen, where 

she holds the Chair of General Business 

Administration and Mobility and supports 

the Institute for Mobility Transformation 

(MOTION).
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AUTOMOTIVE ART

The Neander Valley is famous for prehistoric fi nds such as the Neanderthal man. As well as old bones, old metal panels are also there to be discovered. 

The automotive fi nds are not as quite as old as our extinct relative – they all date back to 1950, but they are still worth seeing. Düsseldorf car dealer Michael Fröhlich 

has created this sculpture park with 50 car wrecks for his 50th birthday. He is simply leaving the old treasures to rust in nature. A fairytale sight for hikers in the 

Neander Valley.

      

THE NEANDERTHALS
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has created this sculpture park with 50 car wrecks for his 50th birthday. He is simply leaving the old treasures to rust in nature. A fairytale sight for hikers in the 

Ratingen
Düsseldorf Mettmann



AUDI ETRON GT

AUDI EQ 6

MERCEDES GLC

MERCEDES EQS

PORSCHE MACANBMW X1



CARS ON WHICH WE ARE CURRENTLY WORKING

FISKER OCEAN

VW AERO VW ID BUZZ

SKODA

VOLVO X
PORSCHE E 
PANAMERA



THE EXCITING VW PILOT PROJECT FOR  
ALL-ELECTRIC MOBILITY 

ON A GREEK ISLAND



That could soon change, because this small island, populated by around 1300 

inhabitants, has been selected as a pilot project for all-electric mobility by 

Volkswagen and the Greek government.

Together, they want to test a holistic concept of sustainable and smart 

e-mobility. A memorandum of understanding, which has already been signed, 

provides for all cars, trucks, motorbikes and buses on the island of Astypalea 

to be replaced by Volkswagen electric vehicles. The electricity required for this 

is generated exclusively from wind and solar power. In addition, the vehicles 

are to be used more efficiently thanks to smart mobility concepts such as car 

sharing and ridesharing. VW Group CEO Herbert Diess has told the press 

that the project is „a forward-looking blueprint for clean mobility and a clean 

environment“.

The island offers optimal conditions because the electromobility system can be 

planned from scratch here and the current public transport network consists 

of a single, ten-kilometre line, which is currently served by two regular buses. 

The conversion to electric vehicles will start with the police, fire brigade and 

municipality. The current scheduled buses will be replaced by several smaller 

shuttle buses serving all locations on the island as needed. Smart solutions can 

be found through car and ridesharing stations, which can be booked and paid 

for easily and conveniently via an app. The infrastructure for electric vehicles will 

be created at service stations, taxi stands, private homes, beaches, rental car 

companies and car parks.

If the ambitious project succeeds, a very barren Greek island with no green 

forests could very soon become the greenest of all Mediterranean islands!

Who doesn‘t think back to sunny and relaxed holidays on Rhodes, Naxos or Crete when they hear the words „Greek islands“? Today, however, we 

would like to look at another Aegean island: Astypalea! Never heard of it?

ENERGY TRANSITION EXPERIMENT

ASTYPALEA: SMART, SUSTAINABLE ISLAND

      ASTYPALEA  Greece

  MOBILITY SERVICES

PUBLIC CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE

ID.CHARGER

SOLAR AND WIND POWER PLANTS

CHARGING & GREEN ELECTRICITY

VEHICLE SHARING SERVICE:  

E-CARS, E-SCOOTERS, 

E-BIKES RIDE SHARING SERVICE

E-CARS

E-COMMERCIAL VEHICLES

E-MICROMOBILITY

ELECTRIC VEHICLES
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THIS IS WHO WE ARE...

Visite us at YouTube



All our business divisions have been united under one roof for 6 years at our 

headquarters in Frankenthal, Wissen: Robots, hand-held welding guns and 

automation, as well as bonding and dosing technology. This is where our 

products are developed, designed and manufactured. We have an extremely 

high level of vertical integration and manufacture our own gripper arms, controls 

and transformers, for example, so that only the highest quality products are 

guaranteed to be delivered to our customers worldwide.

More than 250 employees work in Wissen an der Sieg. In addition to production, 

all commercial departments, as well as the NIMAK Technology Centre, are also 

housed here.

Historically, we have some parallels with TÜNKERS. We too have always been 

a medium-sized family business. To be more precise, we are the epitome of the 

hidden champion, since our products are involved in the production of more 

than 70 per cent of German cars, and we are even the only manufacturer that 

has clearance from all premium suppliers in the automotive industry to meet 

customer-specific standards for welding guns.

The integration of NIMAK into the TÜNKERS Group creates a very strong 

business field and the competences complement each other perfectly. Currently, 

for example, TÜNKERS components such as clamps, rotary tables and 

conveyors are already in use at NIMAK Sonderanlagenbau (special systems 

engineering). We are particularly pleased that NIMAK Service will now also 

benefit from the worldwide TÜNKERS support points, enabling us to be on-site 

with the customer even faster.

This proximity to our customers also means that we have our finger on the pulse 

of the times, and together we can convert our customers‘ market requirements 

directly into technological advances.

We look forward to our future together and being part of a strong, 

innovative and international team.

NIMAK

The „perfect connection“ is more than a motto for us at NIMAK – it is our passion. We have been finding innovative and customer-oriented solutions 

in industrial joining technology for over 50 years. From manual welding tongs to robot-supported automation systems – we turn demanding tasks 

into technological progress – made in Germany.



THE INDUSTRIAL ROBOT  
AND THE COCKTAIL PARTY

The KUKA industrial robot Famulus in 1973

In 1956, inventor George Devol and physicist, engineer 

and entrepreneur Joseph Engelberger met by chance 

at a cocktail party. As a result of that fateful evening, a 

lifelong partnership developed between the two men.



In 1957, Engelberger convinced the CEO of Consolidated Controls Corp. 

(Condec), where he was then a director, to finance the further development of 

the first industrial robot. After two years, Engelberger and Devol produced the 

first Unimate.

This had a mechanical arm that could execute several commands stored on 

a magnetic drum. In 1959, General Motors installed the first prototype, and 

in 1961, the Unimate was used on the production line at General Motors. In 

1968, the Japanese company Kawasaki obtained the licence rights to produce 

Unimate in Japan for the Asian market.

In Germany, hydraulic industrial robots helped Mercedes-Benz in car production 

from 1970 onwards. However, Unimation‘s robots, which were initially intended 

to perform spot welding under heavy loads, had a disadvantage: They were 

barely able to cope with the work.

The Augsburg-based robotics pioneer Kuka was acting as Unimation‘s German 

distributor at the time. Kuka upgraded the American robots for the heavy work. 

The starting signal for in-house robot development had been given. In 1973, the 

Augsburg-based company finally built the world‘s first industrial robot with six 

electromechanically driven axes, known as Famulus.

For TÜNKERS – as an important supplier for the industrial robot environment – 

the further development of this technology was not only of particular importance, 

but from today‘s perspective, the TÜNKERS was also involved in this process 

through Günther Nickel and the Niko company.

Günther Nickel, the brother of the founder of NIMAK GmbH, developed and 

manufactured gantry robots with a team of 120 employees in Wissen as early 

as the 1980s. This was the time when manual production in automotive industry 

body shops was increasingly being replaced by automation.

The gantry robots from NIKO were used at BMW in Munich, AUDI in Dingolfing 

and Ingolstadt as well as the FORD plants in Cologne, Saarlouis, Detroit 

and Valencia, and were also sold under the names of the then largest robot 

manufacturers, GMF and ABB. Other milestones in the company‘s history 

were the design award for „the world‘s most beautiful robot“ and the delivery 

of a robot to NASA: a robot from Wissen in the Westerwald was used to 

clean rockets at Cape Canaveral! The next development step was not long in 

coming – a hall was to be built in Köttingen, near Wissen, with enough space 

to accommodate half a jumbo jet. This was to be cleaned independently by an 

automatically moving robot using a telescopic arm. Unfortunately, this ambitious 

project did not come to fruition, since the gantry robots were replaced on the 

market by the increasingly cheaper articulated-arm robots with 6  axes.

HISTORY OF AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGY

The NIKO gantry robot, which was awarded the then design prize for „the 

world‘s most beautiful robot“.  



IT‘S TIME FOR THE BULLI 
TO REINVENT ITSELF.    
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The beautiful town of Hachenburg is located in the Westerwald between 

Koblenz in the south and Siegen in the north. From the NIMAK headquarters in 

Wissen, Hachenburg can be reached by car in 25 minutes. In addition to today‘s 

castle, the castle garden, the old market and the old town, Hachenburg also has 

a special gem to offer car enthusiasts: Welcome to the Cadillac Museum!

In the stylish café, car enthusiasts meet 1950s flair and feel transported back to 

the legendary era of rock ‚n‘ roll between the juke boxes and pinball machines. 

So if you want to bring that lifestyle home and buy a Cadillac, you‘ve come to 

the right place. In addition to advice and sales, the cars are also available for hire 

with a chauffeur.

A special highlight is the Cadillac shuttle service to the annual „Monkey Jump“ 

pub festival in Hachenburg, where the party people can casually shuttle between 

the individual locations in a Cadillac taxi. In good weather and with a lot of luck, 

you might even catch the sky-blue convertible....

 

AUTOMOTIVE ICONS

Zur Tiefenbach 6 | 57627 Hachenburg

WELCOME TO THE CADILLAC MUSEUM!

The VW brand is still characterised today by two models from the company‘s 

early days – the Beetle and the Bulli. Both have earned themselves a special 

place on the market through their structural value and timeless designs, which 

continue to have an effect to this day.

It‘s time for the Bulli to reinvent itself.

In 2022, the electric ID Buzz will take over from the good old Bulli – what they 

have in common are the short overhangs and a flat front without a bonnet, in a 

familiar look.

The old-timer, which is an integral part of the rampant nature bordering a 

mountain road on Crete and protecting it from falling rocks, has not quite had its 

day either.
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The research project was ambitious: A sustainable solution to mobility problems 

for people, goods and equipment in the rural areas of sub-Saharan Africa 

in the next decade. In addition to the development and testing of a specifi c 

vehicle concept, value chains in vehicle production, use and maintenance were 

also considered. This was done in cooperation with the local population and 

universities.

The result is an affordable, electric, rustic utility vehicle that leaves out everything 

that is not absolutely necessary. The small van with permanent all-wheel 

drive copes with even the most diffi cult road conditions and requires little 

maintenance.

In the meantime, the original project leaders, 

Martin Šoltés and Sascha Koberstaedt, have founded 

a company, EVUM Motors GmbH, as a spin-off of their 

university work, and now want to produce the vehicle 

in Bavaria and market it specifi cally for municipal use, 

forestry, landscaping, hunting, etc.

The ecological and economic advantages of modular transport should later also 

be able to be used in emerging and developing countries, as envisaged in the 

project.

AUTO-INNOVATION

E-MOBILITY IN RURAL AFRICA
Munich to Ghana and back – this would be one way to describe the path of a development project at the 

Chair of Automotive Engineering at the Technical University of Munich. 

EVUM MOTORS – The new aCar | https://bit.ly/2LiKUag
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